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kari edwards (1954–2006) was a poet, artist, and gender activist born 523 years after Joan of Arc was burned at the stake. edwards’ book succubus in my pocket (EOAGH Books, 2015) was the winner of the 2015 Lambda Literary Award for Transgender Poetry. edwards was a Small Press Traffic book of the year award winner (2004) and a recipient of New Langston Arts Bay Area Award in literature (2002). edwards is the author of bharat jiva (Litmus Press, 2009); having been blue for charity (Blazevox, 2007); obedience (Factory School, 2005); iduna (O Books, 2003); a day in the life of p. (subpress collective, 2002); a diary of lies (Belladonna Chapbooks #27, Belladonna, 2002); and POST/(PINK) (Scarlet Press, 2000).

Tina Žigon is an Assistant Professor of English at American University of Kuwait. Originally from Maribor, Slovenia, she moved to Kuwait via San Marcos, Texas, where she earned her MA in Literature at Texas State University, and Buffalo, New York, where she earned her PhD in Literature at the University at Buffalo–SUNY. Her dissertation is titled “‘Language Out of Bounds’: Gender, Language, and Violence in kari edwards’ a day in the life of p. and the Joan of Arc Project.”